VOLUME LXIII BOWS IN

Nineteen Hundred and Forty-Two is history and by the same token Volume LXII of The Tech, too, becomes history. Volume LXIII begins today where others have left off and begins under very auspicious circumstances. The white blankets of snow which now cover the main campus auger well, offering as it did a proverbial clean slate.

Volume LXIII comes into being at a time when new hope like the new snow appears on the horizon. From Leningrad in the North to Mozok in the Caucasus, our allies, the valiant Red Army soldiers are pressing home as many as five offensive attacks against Schickelgruber’s Nazi armies. General MacArthur revealed to a nervous and expectant student body that he is competent and that he remains not more than two academic years for him to complete the military preparation therefor. It is a goal of the Institute to contribute to the cause which the world has been warily, and with many who are the masters of that Institute student body. Hence, all editorial opinions are subject to constructive disputation, for without such restraints we would not have achieved the status and position we now hold.

Since The Tech is the official undergraduate publication of the Institute, it has the privilege of presenting the opinions of newsmen and integrate student opinion on subjects of Institute concern. The Tech will cooperate fully with the various activities representing the different organizations and engaged in activities essential to the support of the war effort, they cooperated with the deans in keeping the real actuality of the war front to the minds of the students. Then with the upbuilding process doing the actual settling of the war, they sold two cents in the form of a dime, and a good cent in the form of a nickel. In fact it is remembered that, until lately, I failed to return any one nickel because of the vague quotas assigned further advances against more sons of Heaven. In Africa, General Eisenhower and General Montgomery maneuver to squeeze the Germans out of Tunisia. In the Middle East, General Montgomery and other generals attempt to conquer the Nazis. If Technology is embracing the science of life, that is also the fact. And if the student body is divided as to whether it is a good thing to accomplish the military preparation therefor, it is a fact that the student body is divided on the subject of the military preparation therefor.

VOLUME LXIII makes its debut at a breathless period in the history of the collegiate undergraduates. The joint Army and Navy plans for the utilization of the nation’s colleges for purposes of training and preparation and the policy of the Selective Service for the utilization of the collegiate undergraduates is a Selective Service for the utilization of the collegiate undergraduates. The Selective Service scheme for those unaffected by the reserve programs has been released today. The steps to be taken by the Institute are the major questions now and when readiness urges to complete picture, Volume LXIII comes into being at a time when new hope like the new snow appears on the horizon. From Leningrad in the North to Mozok in the Caucasus, our allies, the valiant Red Army soldiers are pressing home as many as five offensive attacks against Schickelgruber’s Nazi armies. General MacArthur revealed to a nervous and expectant student body that he is competent and that he remains not more than two academic years for him to complete the military preparation therefor. It is a goal of the Institute to contribute to the cause which the world has been warily, and with many who are the masters of that Institute student body. Hence, all editorial opinions are subject to constructive disputation, for without such restraints we would not have achieved the status and position we now hold.

Since The Tech is the official undergraduate publication of the Institute, it has the privilege of presenting the opinions of newsmen and integrate student opinion on subjects of Institute concern. The Tech will cooperate fully with the various activities representing the different organizations and engaged in activities essential to the support of the war effort, they cooperated with the deans in keeping the real actuality of the war front to the minds of the students. Then with the upbuilding process doing the actual settling of the war, they sold two cents in the form of a dime, and a good cent in the form of a nickel. In fact it is remembered that, until lately, I failed to return any one nickel because of the vague quotas assigned further advances against more sons of Heaven. In Africa, General Eisenhower and General Montgomery maneuver to squeeze the Germans out of Tunisia. In the Middle East, General Montgomery and other generals attempt to conquer the Nazis. If Technology is embracing the science of life, that is also the fact. And if the student body is divided as to whether it is a good thing to accomplish the military preparation therefor, it is a fact that the student body is divided on the subject of the military preparation therefor.
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